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Friday, October 6, 2006
☐ Session LC01 - 9:30 to 11:30 - Water Quality Issues in Sports Fields
  Accreditation Applied For: ASLA, CCA, IA, GCSAA, STMA
  Shoumo Mitra, Ph.D., Cal. State Polytechnic University, Pomona
  Mike Huck, Irrigation and Turfgrass Services

☐ Session LC02 - 12:30 to 2:30 - Technology Update for Sports Fields
  Accreditation Applied For: ASLA, GCSAA, STMA
  Tom Samples, Ph.D., University of Tennessee
  Bill Paproki, Stabilizer Solutions

☐ Session LC03 - 3:00 to 5:00 - Practical Maintenance of Sports Fields
  Accreditation Applied For: CCA, DPR, GCSAA, STMA
  Trent Hale, Ph.D., Technical Consultant
  Dale Getz, The Toro Company

☐ Session LC04 - 9:30 to 11:30 - Use of Organic Materials in the Landscape
  Accreditation Applied For: CCA, GCSAA, ISA, STMA
  William Baker, Representing UCR Extension
  Ronald Alexander, US Composting Council

☐ Session LC05 - 12:30 to 2:30 - Irrigation Efficiency for the Landscape
  Accreditation Applied For: CCA, GCSAA, IA, STMA
  Shoumo Mitra, Ph.D., Cal. State Polytechnic University, Pomona
  Mike Baron, Walla Walla Sprinkler Company

☐ Session LC07 - 1:00 to 3:00 - Pesticide Initial Certification Training
  Accreditation Applied For: CCA, DPR, ISA, STMA
  Ken Franks, Kentucky Department of Agriculture
  Jerry Seabolt, Tennessee Department of Agriculture
  Note: Not Available Online. On-site Testing for Kentucky is available.
  Fees apply for Kentucky ($25)

Saturday, October 7, 2006
☐ Session LC08 - Pesticide Application Recertification
  Part One - 9:30 to 12:30, Part Two - 1:30 to 4:30
  Accreditation Applied For: CCA, DPR, ISA, STMA
  Dr. Bruce Williams, Agronomy and Horticulture Services LLC
  Note: Two-part session - six-hours - priced as 3 sessions

Sunday, October 8, 2006
☐ Session LC12 - 11:00 to 1:00 - Intelligent Landscapes: GtHt/Genomics 2
  Accreditation Applied For: ASLA, CCA, DPR, GCSAA, ISA, STMA
  Susan Sims, Sims Tree Learning Center
  Alden Kelley, Ph.D., Technical Consultant
  Tom Samples, Ph.D., University of Tennessee

VISIT www.LandsConference.com FOR ALL SESSION INFORMATION AND ONLINE REGISTRATION

* Call 1800-558-8767 or www.LandsConference.com
testing, lime and fertilizer applications, transition areas and the infield skin areas, are items that we many times need to talk about.

Sure this is second nature to many of us, but many times we forget about the basic agronomic practices that we need to follow to keep our fields safe and healthy.

ST: What's the most fun thing about your job?

Fowler: Many times I speak to young kids at career days or job fairs, and I stress to them to find a career that you enjoy, that you love to get up in the morning and get ready for. I tell them that if they can find a career where they are as happy as I am in mine, they will have a very rewarding career in whatever field they choose.

I love to teach and educate, I love walking a field with the manager and listening to his story, his challenges. I love to talk about how we can attack each challenge, and how we can overcome a situation and make a field safer.

ST: How has membership in the STMA enhanced your career?

Fowler: STMA has opened countless doors for me. It has been a real pleasure and honor to be a part of an association like this one. People have pride in what they do and share information like no other group I have ever been a part of. The association is a tremendous organization, it has networked me with some of the greatest people I know.

Members always want to know more information, and are always challenging what we know. As an educator, I've found the members are willing to let you do just about anything in the name of research, and then they want to know what you learned. Members of STMA are some of the best friends anyone could have.
What can you buy for a nickel?
It all adds up!

Better Turf!
A Better Reputation!

At Turf-Seed, Inc., we naturally breed our ryegrasses to give you superior performance traits — including salt tolerance. Our varieties may cost a few more cents per pound, but they’re worth it.

With your reputation riding on the ryegrass seed you use, shouldn’t you choose the best? Choose Turf-Seed.
Editor's Note: Most turf managers understand the very basics of seed but many still have critical questions about the complete process, especially the very early stages of seed development. Seed manufacturer Turf-Seed, Inc., recently sent us an outstanding primer on the subject, which we edited and share with you here.

Several seed manufacturers serve the turf industry and each introduces about 30 new varieties each year, and that’s good news for everybody using seed. The seed industry is constantly evolving. Not only are new varieties becoming available each and every year, existing varieties are bred to be stronger, healthier and exhibit specific traits such as increased disease resistance and salt tolerance.

All these varieties mean the commercial seed user has more research and information to stay on top of, but it also means you are better able to find a variety to fit a precise range of attributes. No two turf professionals are dealing with the exact same conditions. Soil types vary, weather conditions fluctuate, and the list goes on and on. With more seed varieties to choose from, including those that are resistant to certain diseases, turf professionals save time and money.

Time because the seed’s performance will be better than ever eliminating the need for constant overseeding; and money because fewer rounds of disease-fighting treatments are needed and, very often, less maintenance is required.

Research & development
The research and testing part of the seed process is probably more complicated than you realize. It takes about 14 years to go from concept to bulk production, which includes years of testing, research and development and field trials.
Most turf professionals see the need for a variety of research consisting of both university and field test trials. While university research is important to initially develop improved varieties, field research is essential because it tests in real-world applications and conditions. Gone are the days when turf professionals could rely solely on NTEP findings. Today's commercial seed users have greater access to data and desire comprehensive research to ensure the quality of their turf.

Although genetically modified products are the future, it's still the traditional plants that get the most attention. These include those varieties bred to be resistant to gray leaf spot, dollar spot, crown rust and stem rust, brown patch, Pythium blight, red thread, as well as tolerance to glyphosate and salt.

In the commercial industry, one of the most common ways to purchase seed is still through a secondary supplier. In addition to seed, the supplier typically sells spreaders, fertilizers, weed control, and other turf-related supplies. The representatives who work at these places are often knowledgeable about turf products and offer the buyer insight into what will work best for the conditions of the region.

However, as turf professionals have greater access to information and don't always look to the advice of their supplier representative, many seed manufacturers are selling product direct to end-user through the Internet and phone orders.

Germination
Germination rates vary among species and climate, but given the right conditions, most seed will typically germinate within 14 days of planting. One species in particular, ryegrass, is known for its fast germination and will usually germinate within 5-7 days of planting. Keep in mind, germination refers to the time it takes for seeds to sprout. It usually takes about six to eight weeks for the turf to be completely grown in and ready for mowing and about 2 years for the plant to become fully mature.

How to read a label
When reading a seed label, most people seem to have an excellent understanding of the meaning of weeds and germination percentages. In fact, some companies take great effort to show they have very low level of weed seed in the packaging and many packages on store shelves include statements such as: “99.99% Weed Free.”

What most consumers don’t fully understand is the meaning and importance of...
“Other Crop Seed.” Visualize a corn plant in the middle of your field. Although the corn plant is certainly undesirable, it would be labeled as Other Crop Seed on a seed label as opposed to Weed Seed. The difference between Other Crop Seed and Weed Seed is a fine line. Because unwanted crop seed can be just as difficult to remove as unwanted weed seed, you should pay particular attention to both percentages.

The importance of understanding Other Crop Seed is also apparent when assessing tall fescue blends. Improved turf-type tall fescue blends traditionally are dark green in color, with a dwarf growing habit. Unfortunately, tall fescue blends often include levels of annual ryegrass, a fast growing, light green grass. Managers mowing once a week will quickly notice that the annual ryegrass will grow taller than the tall fescue and the light green color will stand out like a sore thumb. Thus, the lower the percentage of annual ryegrass, the better.

Similar to the nutrition label on food packages, the seed label relays the contents inside the bag. Look first to the name of the seed variety. Improved varieties have characteristics that are patentable under the Federal Plant Variety Protection Act, so consumers should look for specific brand names of varieties rather than generic species names. For example, a label for Brightstar SLT Perennial Ryegrass means “Brightstar SLT” is the specific brand name, while “perennial ryegrass” is the variety.

Knowing exactly what kind of seed is in the bag is the best indicator of quality. Two numbers are of utmost importance: Pure Seed and Other Crop Seed. The percentage of listed seed in the bag is indicated by the Pure Seed number.

Equally important to evaluating quality is the percentage listed as Other Crop Seed. These seeds are “off types” that aren’t specifically named, but will detract from the quality of the turf. Since Other Crop Seed might include winter wheat and rye that may have entered the bag through harvesting or cleaning equipment, consumers shouldn’t be alarmed with its presence. However, the lower the percentage, the better, so look for a number below 0.5%. Anything more would prohibit the seed lot from qualifying for certification.

You’ll also notice a Weed Seed percentage. Although the goal is to eliminate all weed seeds from the bag or box, it is both difficult and expensive to do. Minimum amounts of weed seed are acceptable; however you shouldn’t accept percentages that are more than 0.5%. The germination percentage tells you how much of each pure seed variety listed will “sprout.”

**Seed species specifics**

**Bentgrass.** Used almost exclusively on golf courses, bentgrass withstands a close cutting height and traffic stress making it an ideal choice for use on greens, tees, and fairways in cool, transitional and arid climates. It reproduces with stolons (above-ground runners) and tillers (shoots from the crown.)

Mowing heights range from .1 to 1/2 inches; requires regular fertilization and water to avoid pressure from disease and insects; and produces dense stands of turf and is able to withstand pressure from weeds.

**Bermudagrass.** Used throughout southern United States on golf courses, athletic fields, and home lawns, bermudagrass is a warm-season grass that does well in temperatures above 50 degrees. Due to its aggressive stolon growth habit, it withstands wear and recovers quickly from damage.

Mowing heights range from .1 to 1 1/2 inches; requires moderate to high levels of fertilization and water; goes into dormancy when temperatures fall below 50 degrees; and requires overseeding after dormancy occurs.

**Kentucky bluegrass.** Used throughout the United States, Kentucky bluegrass is the most widely used cool-season grass, often found on golf courses, athletic fields, home lawns, and parks. It spreads through the development of rhizomes (underground runners) and has good heat and cold tolerance.
Wide range of mowing heights from 1/2 to 3 inches; requires moderate fertilization and water; roots may grow as deep as 1 1/2 feet, which provides a dense stand of turf that is able to withstand pressure from weeds.

**Fine fescue.** Used primarily in northern climates on golf course roughs, fine fescue is a cool-season grass that includes the fine leaf types of creeping red fescue, sheeps fescue, chewings fescue, and hard fescue. It grows well in partial shade and is able to withstand periodic droughts. It reproduces by tillers.

Mowing heights range from 1/2 inch to completely unmown; requires low to moderate fertilization and water; species is weakened by very hot temperatures, so extra water is necessary when heat waves last more than a week.

**Tall fescue.** Used throughout the transition zone and northern climates, tall fescue is a cool-season grass that grows well in both partial shade and sun. It is frequently used on athletic fields because of its good wear resistance. It spreads by tillers and is considered a good utility grass.

Mowing heights range from 2-4 inches; requires low to moderate fertilization and water; and has the ability to adapt well to shady areas makes it ideal for establishing growth under trees.

**Ryegrass.** Known as a fast establishing cool-season grass, ryegrass is often used on golf courses and athletic fields because of its ability to withstand wear. It spreads by tillers and remains one of the most commonly used species for overseeding.

Mowing heights range from 1/4 to 3 inches; requires moderate fertilization and water; rapid germination makes it an ideal seed complement for later germinating species.

**Seashore paspalum.** Highly regarded for its salt tolerance, seashore paspalum is most often used on golf courses located in hot, humid coastal climates, but is gaining popularity on home lawns. Previously, the only way to establish seashore paspalum was by sod, sprigs, stolons or plugs, however in 2005, the first seeded seashore paspalum, Sea Spray, became available.

Mowing heights range from 1/2 to 1 inch; requires minimal fertilization and less water than other grasses; demonstrates five major stress tolerances (salinity, drought, low oxygen, low-light intensity and traffic) making it an environmentally friendly grass; and excellent for areas irrigated with effluent water or prone to naturally high salinity levels.

**Wildflower mixtures.** Providing a constant change of color throughout the seasons, wildflowers are becoming increasingly popular for naturalized areas of golf courses and city parks. Heights range from small (12-24 inches) to large (36-40 inches); excellent for areas that are difficult to mow and landscapes with slopes or rock gardens.
ATTENTION: EXHIBITORS & ATTENDEES

Make plans to attend or display your products/services today!

The Green Industry Expo (GIE) combines a national trade show and outdoor Product Field Day into the green industry's premier buying, selling and learning event for every aspect of design, build and maintenance of outdoor and indoor green space, turf and plant care.

- Over 340 indoor exhibits
- Over 100 outdoor exhibits
- Dedicated to the needs of lawn, landscape and grounds professionals
- 340 manufacturers on-hand with new product lines
- Network with more than 6,000 professionals from all across the nation
- Held in conjunction with two optional green industry conferences with more than 100 educational sessions
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☐ Please allow GIE and its Exhibitors to contact me for future shows and product info. ☐ No thanks.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, VISIT US AT WWW.GIEONLINE.COM, EMAIL US AT INFO@GIEONLINE.COM OR CALL TOLL FREE (888) 303-3685.

Fill in 162 on reader service form or visit http://oners.hotims.com/9134-162
From the Sidelines

continued from page 6

Gillan continues, "We did roughly .5 weeks work in 4 days. These were long, hard days. The first day of the build we had terrible storms and started the project about 6 hours late. Not fun. We actually finished about 4 1/2 hours early. This being said, there was not one guy in the 150+ on site that ever complained or said a foul word. These guys were awesome."

The Toro Company donated and installed a new irrigation system and provided equipment along with Hector Turf to support the renovation. Toro also donated an Infield Pro to the facility.

"We probably have the most outstanding Little League field in the country," says Boynton Beach Mayor Jerry Taylor. "The equipment Toro donated makes it so much easier for us to maintain the field."

Montgomery, who is Sports Field & Grounds district sales manager, along with Vestel, and Marshall Jennings, facility operations manager at Roger Dean Stadium in Florida, did all the work with constructing the infield clay, mound, logo painting, and home plate area.

"It was great to be involved with this project and to see the smiles and excitement on the faces of the kids and community leaders when the field was presented to them," says Montgomery.

www.sportsturfmanager.org
In the Star Trek television show of the 1960's the Starship Enterprise had “protector shields” that could defend the ship against all threats. Wouldn’t it be great if we had “protector shields” surrounding our ball fields? Just say “activate the shields, Scottie” and we could sit and enjoy an unobstructed view of the game confident that the next foul ball would not break our nose or bean the kid buying ice cream at the concession stand.

We don't yet have the shields but we do have the foul balls. We also have kicked soccer balls, passed lacrosse balls, golf balls hit into the road, and even cricket balls flying about. We need to protect spectators, by-standers, and property, and stop disruptions in play like that caused when a missed soccer shot rolls into an adjacent retention pond. Until we reach the space age the best way to do this remains mesh netting. Netting may not be exotic but it does work and installing net panels can be a cost-effective way to add protection to an existing